Analyzing student inquiry data using process discovery and sequence classification
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on results of applying process discovery mining and sequence classification mining techniques to a data set of semi-structured learning activities. The main research objective is to advance educational data mining to model and support self-regulated learning in heterogeneous environments of learning content, activities, and social networks. As an example of our current research efforts, we applied temporal data mining analysis techniques to a PSLC DataShop data set [17, 18, 19, 20]. First, we show that process mining techniques allow for discovery of learning processes from student behaviours. Second, sequential pattern mining is used to classify students according to skill. Our results show that considering sequences of activities as opposed to single events improved classification by up to 230%.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Learning Performance Support Systems program (LPSS) at the National Research Council Canada aims at delivering a personal learning environment (LPSS.me), software algorithms, and prototypes to enable Canada’s training and development sector to offer learning solutions to industry partners that will address their immediate and long-term skills challenges. The main elements of the personal learning environment include a common platform architecture, a personal learning assistant, a personal cloud, learning resources repository network, personal learning records, and analytics to discover and assess competencies. The program is at an early stage of development.

One of the main thrusts within this research program seeks to advance and apply educational data mining to model and support self-regulated learning in heterogeneous environments of learning content, activities, and social networks. Our initial position points towards a complementary use of latent knowledge estimation and performance prediction methods [3], and temporal data mining methods. A main research trend in educational data mining consists of analyzing students’ performance within intelligent tutoring systems, focusing on the correctness of previous questions or the number of hints and attempts students needed in order to predict their future performance [6]. Predictive mathematical models resulting from this analysis characterize, through parameter values, some information contained in the sequence of actions leading to student performances, but do not represent explicitly those sequences. Over the years there has been a growing interest to examine explicitly learning sequences as a complementary approach. Process and sequence mining have been applied for the analysis of content sequencing and curriculum sequencing [5, 15], group behaviour sequences in collaborative software development tasks [16], problem solving behaviours over a shared tabletop [14], as well as self-regulated learning and meta-cognition [7].

The remainder of this paper consists of a short presentation of temporal data mining, followed by process mining and sequence mining analyses of a semi-structured inquiry learning activity data set [17, 18, 19] obtained from the Pittsburgh Centre for Science and Learning DataShop [8]. We show that process mining techniques allow for the discovery of learning processes, and that sequential pattern mining can used to identify the level of skill exhibited by each student.

2. TEMPORAL DATA MINING
Temporal data mining refers to the extraction of information and knowledge from potentially large collections of temporal or sequential data [12]. According to Laxman and Sastry [9], sequential data refers to any type of data where data points are explicitly ordered, either by time stamps or some other sequencing mechanism. This includes data such as moves in a chess game or commands entered by a computer user, but also other forms of data that are not explicitly time-stamped but are still otherwise ordered, such as text or protein sequences.

Temporal data is often divided into two categories: sequences that consist of continuous, real-valued data points taken at regular intervals, which are referred to as time series data, and sequences that may be represented by compositions of nominal symbols from a particular alphabet, which are referred to as temporal sequences [2]. As the field of time series analysis has a long history with many established techniques, the more recent field of temporal data mining instead focuses on information extraction from temporal sequences.

Given a set of temporal sequences, the general tasks of tem-
poral data mining consist of 1) prediction, 2) classification, 3) clustering, 4) search and retrieval, and 5) pattern discovery. These tasks can be accomplished using a number of established techniques in the area. A few of the more prevalent techniques include: A) **Sequential pattern mining**: The goal of sequential pattern mining [1] is to identify highly frequent sequences that appear within a database of ordered items or events; B) **Sequence classification**: Sequence classification [11] attempts to assign a candidate sequence to one of possibly several classes of existing sequences, typically according to either similarity or common features such as frequent sub-sequences; C) **Episode mining**: Frequent episodes [13] are sets of partially ordered events that are found to occur close together frequently and consistent with the specified partial order; and D) **Process mining**: Process mining refers to the extraction of process-related information from event logs [21]. Process mining algorithms are used to build a model of the business process by representing the different ways cases in the process can be executed. However, there are some key differences between business processes and learn flows [4].

## 3. TEMPORAL EDM ANALYSIS

To demonstrate the potential of temporal data mining in the analysis of educational data, we conducted a study utilizing process mining and sequential pattern mining to discover learning processes and to identify the level of student skill using a data set [17, 18, 19] taken from the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center DataShop [8]. This data set contains data on 148 middle school students performing activities logged while working within a micro-world, where students engage in “scientific inquiry” to study liquid phase change. Here, the students form hypotheses and conduct experiments as they investigate whether container size, heat level, substance amount, and cover status affected the boiling/freezing point of water, or the time it took to freeze/boil. All students’ fine-grained actions were attributed a time stamp and recorded by the system. These actions included: interactions with the inquiry support widgets, interactions with the simulation including changing simulation variable values and running/pausing/resetting the simulation, and transitioning between inquiry tasks [18].

Given that we are mostly interested in the discovery of self-regulated learning, the fact that students had a moderate degree of freedom to choose their own procedures for conducting experiments, less than in purely exploratory learning environments though [19], was an interesting data set for studying sequences of student behaviours and how they correlate with student success.

### 3.1 Process Mining and Discovery

Process mining offers a set of techniques and tools to discover sequential patterns represented as workflows. The analysis in this section was performed using the Inductive visual miner [10]. We were interested to discover, from the log of students inquiry activities, similar process models to the one depicted in Figure 1. For this discovery analysis, we limited ourselves to the whole data set, and we did not try to distinguish between groups of students. The purpose was to explore and compare the actual processes that students followed to the expected process from the author of the learning environment given in Figure 1, rather than suggest alternative learning processes. The log file contained 29679 events for 147 students. The overall distribution of inquiry activities indicated that 58.1% were spent in analysis, 19.1% in experiment, 18.4% in hypothesis formation, and 4.4% in observation.

![Figure 1: Intended learning paths during scientific inquiry.](image1)

As indicated in Figure 1, the intended learning process contains many possible loops while students progress in their scientific inquiry. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show respectively discovered process models from the transactions log using 100% of the events and sequences, and the top 70% most frequent events and sequences. From the visual comparison of the process model for 100% of the data (Figure 2), and the intended process of Figure 1, it is clear that there is a lot of variability in students transitioning between inquiry steps, given that the model is mostly disjunctive, with sequences resulting from loops. However, after leaving out the 30% most infrequent events and event sequences from the data, we discover a process model, Figure 3, that has some resemblance to the intended inquiry process, representing explicitly the sequence of hypothesize to experiment or analyze. Notice that the observation inquiry step is not part of the model because of the low frequency of its related events, which indicates a difference with the intended learning process, or more accurately, a tendency by the students to avoid the observation stage.

![Figure 2: Process model using 100% of events and sequences (from top to bottom: hypothesize, observe, analyse, experiment).](image2)

![Figure 3: Process model using 70% of most frequent events and sequences (from left to right: hypothesize, analyse (top), experiment (bottom)).](image3)
Another element of interest was the sequence of problems students address during their inquiry. The overall distribution of student activities within those problems were relatively balanced with 30.7% in “container size”, 24.9% in “amount of substance”, 23.0% in “level of heat”, and 21.4% in “cover status”. Figure 4 shows a process model including 100% of events and event sequences. The process model clearly indicates a bias towards starting from the container size problem, followed by equivalent choices from the other three problems. This is likely a consequence of the default value at the start of the inquiry session, which is a restriction on the student self-regulated learning processes.

Interestingly though, one would expect that the inquiry steps would be grouped (follow each other closely) within each problem. An inspection of a process model for an event classifier including the combination of both inquiry steps (hypothesize, observe, experiment, analyze) and problems (container size, amount of substance, level of heat, cover status) with 100% of events and sequences reveals only three groups of steps and not four as one would expect. In Figure 5, 1) the leftmost group is focused on inquiry steps applied to container size, and amount of substance, 2) the middle group to level of heat, amount of substance, and cover status, and 3) the rightmost group to cover status. This distribution of steps indicates that the four problems were not explored completely independently by the students, which manifest a strategy to explore concurrently the effect of different factors. However, this strategy might be different when comparing students with good and poor results and should be explored in a subsequent analysis.

Figure 6 shows the results of classifying students as “high number of incorrect steps”. Success of the classifiers are measured by likelihood ratio (LR), which indicates how much more likely a positive example will be classified as positive than a negative example. The left-hand chart shows the success in classifying whether a student is in the bottom 50% in terms of number of incorrect answers, for varying maximum sequence size. Thus, a maximum sequence size of 1 represents the case where sequential relations are not considered, and only the presence/absence of certain actions are used for the classification. Observe that the LR is close to 1 in this case, meaning that we are no more likely to classify a positive case as positive or negative. The LR then increases steeply by 230% to 2.3 as sequences of size 2 are considered, before levelling off at about 1.75 for size 3 and greater. The right-hand chart then demonstrates how the classifier improves as we use sequences (max size 4) to classify students into the categories of worst 50%, 40%, 30%, 20% and 10%. Figure 7 depicts the results similarly for classifying students as “long time to complete”. While not as dramatic, the positive effect of utilizing sequential information is demonstrated here as well.

4. CONCLUSION
One of the main thrusts within the Learning Performance Support Systems program (LPSS) at the National Research Council Canada seeks to advance and apply educational data mining to model and support self-regulated learning in heterogeneous environments of learning content, activities, and social networks. The program is at an early stage of development and our initial position points towards a complementary use of latent knowledge estimation and performance prediction methods [3], and sequence mining methods. In order to support the validity of our argument that sequential data analytics holds great potential for the analysis of student knowledge and skill acquisition, we demonstrated the application of discovery process mining and sequence mining in classifying students according to success using a data set of semi-structured learning activities [17, 18, 19] taken from the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center DataShop [8].

Using process mining tools we were able to discover in-
quirky learning patterns in relationships with inquiry learning steps, learning problems, and a combination of those. Our analysis showed some differences between the semi-structured process intended by the developers of the learning environment and the actual processes followed by the students. We also showed that process mining techniques allow for the discovery of learning processes, and that considering sequences of events as features we can improve classification by up to 230% over considering single, non-sequential events. Given the learning process patterns discovered in the initial analysis of the students inquiry activity log, the next process mining discovery analysis will be to compare the inquiry processes of students having low and high correct outcomes.
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